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In this lesson, students discuss, consider new images, and use the Simulation to review what they’ve learned about
erosion and begin to explore the reasons why Desert Rocks Canyon has more exposed rock than Keller’s Canyon, in the
same park. First, the class revisits the Rocks and Fossils anticipatory chart from the previous lesson in order to reflect
on what they have learned. Next, students are shown images of Desert Rocks Canyon and nearby Keller’s Canyon, and
they are invited to make inferences about what may have caused more rock to be exposed in Desert Rocks Canyon. In
pairs, students search Rocky Wonders for additional information that will help answer the Investigation Question: What
affects the amount of rock that water can erode? Finally, students use the Earth’s Features Sim to explore what factors
can cause water to erode different amounts of rock. The purpose of this lesson is for students to begin to explore what
factors affect how much rock a river can erode.

Anchor Phenomenon:Anchor Phenomenon: There are more rock layers exposed in Desert Rocks Canyon than in Keller’s Canyon.

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• Rock can be broken down and eroded by things in the environment such as wind, water, plants, and ice.
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Students revisit the two canyons and look in Rocky Wonders for information
that will help them answer the Investigation Question.

Instructional Guide
1. P1. Prroject coject cananyyon con compomparisarison imagon imagee.. Ask students what they think may be eroding the canyons. If students do not
mention it, be sure to point out that both canyons have rivers.

1

2
READING

Rivers in Desert Rocks
Canyon

3

Rivers in Desert Rocks Canyon
20

MIN

These are images of Desert Rocks Canyon and Keller’s Canyon. Both are in Desert Rocks National Park. What do
you think might be causing erosion in the two canyons?
[Water. Both canyons have rivers.]
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2. P2. Prroject Doject Deessert Rert Rockocks Cans Canyyon and Kon and Keller’eller’s Cans Canyyon diagron diagramsams.. Ask students why they think one canyon is deeper than
the other.

33. Intr. Introducoduce the nee the new Inw Invveesstigtigation Qation Queuesstion.tion.

44. Dis. Distributtribute one ce one copopy oy off RRockocky Wy Wonderonderss tto eo each pach pair oair of sf studenttudentss..

55. Giv. Give pe pairairs time ts time to ro reesseeararch cch cananyyons with rivons with rivererss.. Encourage students to use the text features of the book to locate
information about canyons with rivers (pages 17–18).

66. Dis. Discuscuss what ss what studenttudents rs reead.ad. Ask volunteers to share what they read. Encourage students to refer to the page number
on which they found the information.

77. Dis. Discuscuss the cs the connection betonnection betwween speed and slopeeen speed and slope..

Thinking about Desert Rocks Canyon and Keller’s Canyon, why do you think that one canyon is deeper than the
other?
[More rock was eroded in Desert Rocks Canyon than in Keller’s Canyon.]

The next question we’ll investigate is What affects the amount of rock that water can erode? We’ll begin by
looking for information in Rocky Wonders about water eroding rock, specifically about canyons that are eroded
by rivers.

What did you find out about what can cause rivers to erode different amounts of rock?
[Time and speed of the river affect how much rock a river erodes. Faster rivers can erode more rock and rivers
that have flowed a longer amount of time can erode more rock.]

Have you ever raced a toy car? What happens when you race it down a ramp?
[It moves faster.]
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Teacher Support
Background

SScienccience Note Note: Ee: Erroosion bsion by Rivy Rivererss
Water flowing over surfaces, such as river over riverbeds, causes the large majority of erosion. Flowing water in rivers
can loosen and then carry sediments downstream. The sediments the water picks up can cause further erosion as the
water scrapes them against the underlying land. The movement of water over and against land moves massive amounts
of sediments and rock, changing the shape of land on Earth—deepening canyons, widening valleys, rounding
mountains, and forming beaches. The large majority of these changes are created by rivers.

Instructional Suggestion

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Ve: Visual Risual Reprepreessententations inations in RRockocky Wy Wonderonderss
You might choose to spend more time helping students understand the visual representation of erosion on page 18 of
Rocky Wonders.

Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Te: Tooy Car Analogyy Car Analogy
Students may consider speed and slope to be separate items, not realizing the connection between them. Use the
analogy of a toy car to illustrate the connection between the two. To help students better understand and engage in the
toy car analogy, set up a physical demonstration with an actual toy car and a ramp. You can use a piece of cardboard or
posterboard as a ramp. Inform students that you are creating a model of a river flowing down a slope. Label a start and
finish on the top and bottom of the ramp. Label the car as the river water, and the cardboard as the slope. Ask students
how they think you could make the car go faster and slower. Have a student help demonstrate ideas for making the car
go fast (hold one end of the cardboard high to create a steep slope). Place the toy car at the start (on the high end of the
ramp) and hold it in position. Ask students what they predict will happen when you release the car. Repeat the
demonstration for making the car go slow or slower (a student should hold the cardboard at a much lower angle to
create a gradual slope). You may wish to give an additional student a stopwatch to time how long it takes for the car to
get from start to finish and compare results of the different slopes. Invite students to comment on the way that the
steepness of the slope affected the speed of the “river water” (the toy car). When students have the opportunity to see
a physical demonstration that illustrates the analogy, they will better understand the relationship between river speed
and slope.

Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Eals: Emphasizing Speed and Slopemphasizing Speed and Slope
After reading, students discuss the connection between the speed of a river and the slope the river is traveling down.
This discussion offers students a rationale for why a river might flow fast or slow, as one thing the speed of a river
depends on is the slope of the land that it flows over. This prepares students for investigating the depth of canyons that
are formed by fast or slow flowing rivers in the Simulation activity that follows. Additionally, students will investigate the
two factors that affect how much rock a river erodes, time and speed, using a physical model in the next two lessons.
This discussion previews how students will investigate what happens when a river flows faster in Lesson 4.4. Students

That’s what happens when a river flows down a steep slope. The water moves much faster down a steep slope
than when it flows over a flatter surface.
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will increase the slope of the model to make a stream of water flow downhill faster as they test the effect of river speed
on erosion. The purpose of the discussion about speed and slope after reading is to preview these ideas before
students engage with models that integrate these concepts.
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Students investigate characteristics of rivers that affect the amount of rock they
erode.

Instructional Guide
1. P1. Prroject theoject the EEarth’arth’s Fs Feeaturatureess Simulation and intrSimulation and introducoduce the activite the activityy.. Load the Student Apps Page, select Earth’s
Features, and select the Simulation. Introduce the erosion activity.

2. P2. Prroject notoject notebook pebook pagage 7e 733.. Have students turn to page 73, Eroding Rock in the Simulation, and review the
instructions.

33. O. Orrgganizanize pe pairairs and diss and distributtribute digite digital deal devicviceess.. Distribute one digital device to each pair of students and have them
access the Earth’s Features Sim via the Student Apps Page.

44. P. Pairairs begin the activits begin the activityy.. Prompt students to begin. Make sure that students read the information in the table on page
73 and make predictions first, then run the tests in the Sim. Circulate to support students as they work.

55. Shar. Share obe obsserervvations and rations and reesultsultss.. After about 15 minutes, call on volunteers to share what they observed.

1 2

3
SIM

Investigating Erosion in the
Simulation

Investigating Erosion in the
Simulation

30
MIN

Now we will use the Simulation to observe how rivers erode rock. To do this, you will run different tests in the Sim
with rivers that are fast and slow, over different periods of time.

• StStep 1: Rep 1: Reead the infad the information in the tormation in the table beloable beloww..

• StStep 2: Pep 2: Prredict what yedict what you think will happen bou think will happen by ansy answwering Qering Queuesstions 1 and 2.tions 1 and 2.

• StStep 3: Dep 3: Do eo each tach teesst in the Sim with yt in the Sim with your pour partnerartner. A. Aftfter eer each tach teesstt, pr, preesss ANALs ANALYYZE LAZE LAYERYERS and rS and rececorord the cd the cananyyonon
depth in the tdepth in the table beloable beloww..

• StStep 4: Pep 4: Prreesss REs RESET beSET befforore se sttarting a nearting a new tw teesstt..

• StStep 5: When yep 5: When you finish the tou finish the teessttss, ans, answwer Qer Queuesstion 3tion 3..
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66. Dis. Discuscuss what affs what affectects hos how much rw much rock is erock is eroded.oded. Lead a discussion about what factors affect the amount of erosion in
a canyon. Ask students to discuss the following questions with their partners, then call on a few students to share ideas
with the class. Ask them to explain their thinking using evidence from the Sim.

77. P. Prreevieview the new the next lext lesssson.on.

88. C. Collect digitollect digital deal devicviceess.. Ask students to make sure their digital devices are turned off.

Teacher Support
Background

SScienccience Note Note: About Ee: About Erroosion in the Simulationsion in the Simulation
The rate of erosion (here as elsewhere in the unit, the term erosion includes erosion and weathering) varies widely
depending on many factors in the environment, including the rate and amount of water flow and the type of material
being eroded. Sediment erodes 100 to 1,000 times more quickly than does rock. You can see this difference is depicted
in the Sim as rivers erode through entire sediment layers over 10,000 years but only erode partial rock layers over
10,000 years. In reality, certain types of sediment and rock erode more quickly than others, but this is not depicted.
Regardless of the type of rock or sediment being eroded, the rate of erosion remains constant in the Sim. This
simplification was made in order to present students with a model of erosion that is easier to understand and easier to
see in the Sim. The rate of canyon formation through the erosion of rock varies widely depending on the environment;
canyons increase in depth anywhere from 10 cm to 1 m per 10,000 years. For simplicity, the Sim depicts a
representative value of 0.5 m to 1 m per 10,000 years for a slow river and a fast river, respectively.

Background

Student Thinking: PStudent Thinking: Prrececonconceptions About Geologic Timeeptions About Geologic Time
Students will often describe geologic changes in terms of short periods of time, rather than stating that most geologic
changes take a very long time. Even college students may think of erosion as taking place in anywhere from just a few
years to a few thousand years. Thus, it is important to emphasize that erosion can take place over the course of vast
stretches of geologic time. The elapsed time shown in the Earth’s Features Simulation can help with this.

What test made the deepest canyon and exposed the most rock? Why do you think so?

Do you think it’s possible for slow rivers and fast rivers to erode the same amount of rock?
[Yes, but it would take different amounts of time.]

We’ll continue to explore what happens when fast rivers and slow rivers erode rock with models in our next
lesson.
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Possible Responses

What sWhat studenttudents should do and notics should do and notice:e:
Students should open the Sim and should not change it to Mode 2, as the Sim automatically opens in Mode 1. Students
should take turns carrying out each test by either changing the river speed to SLOW or keeping the river speed at FAST
and moving time forward two or four times depending on which test they are conducting. After each test, students
should press ANALYZE LAYERS to observe and record the depth of the canyons that form and press RESET to reset
Mode 1 of the Sim in preparation for the next test.

Students should notice that the fast river erodes rock and sediment layers more quickly than the slow river does.
Students should also notice that as more time passes, more rock is eroded.

Students may also notice that the top sediment layer erodes much more quickly than the rock layers below it.

Test 1: 9.0 meters
Test 2: 10.0 meters
Test 3: 10.0 meters
Test 4: 12.0 meters

Which tWhich teesst do yt do you think will erou think will erode the moode the mosst rt rock and makock and make the deepee the deepesst ct cananyyon?on?
Responses will vary. The correct prediction is Test 4.

Which tWhich teesst do yt do you think will erou think will erode the leode the leasast rt rock?ock?
Responses will vary. The correct prediction is Test 1.

Which tWhich teesst made the deepet made the deepesst ct cananyyon? Don? Deesscribe what happened.cribe what happened.
Test 4 made the deepest canyon. The fast river eroded more rock. The more time it flowed, the more rock it eroded.
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73

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Earth’s Features—Lesson 4.2

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Eroding Rock in the Simulation

1. Read the information in the table below. 
2. Predict what you think will happen by answering Questions 1 and 2.
3. Do each test in the Sim with your partner. After each test, press 

ANALYZE LAYERS and record the canyon depth in the table below. 
4. Press RESET before starting a new test.
5. When you finish the tests, answer Question 3.

River speed Time Canyon depth

Test 1 slow 20,000 years

Test 2 slow 40,000 years

Test 3 fast 20,000 years

Test 4 fast 40,000 years

Question 1: Which test do you think will erode the most rock and make the 

deepest canyon? __________

Question 2: Which test do you think will erode the least rock? __________

Question 3: Which test made the deepest canyon? Describe what happened.

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
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73

Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

Características de la Tierra—Lección 4.2

Erosionar roca en la simulación

1. Lee la información en la tabla debajo.
2. Responde las preguntas 1 y 2 para predecir lo que crees que sucederá.
3. Haz cada prueba en la simulación con tu compañero/a. Después de 

cada prueba, oprime ANALYZE LAYERS (analizar capas) y apunta la 
profundidad del cañón en la tabla debajo.

4. Oprime RESET (reiniciar) antes de empezar una nueva prueba.
5. Cuando termines las pruebas, responde la pregunta 3.

Velocidad del río Tiempo Profundidad del cañón

Prueba 1 lento 20,000 años

Prueba 2 lento 40,000 años

Prueba 3 rápido 20,000 años

Prueba 4 rápido 40,000 años

Pregunta 1: ¿Cuál prueba crees que erosionará más roca y hará el cañón 

más profundo? __________

Pregunta 2: ¿Cuál prueba crees que erosionará menos roca? __________

Pregunta 3: ¿Cuál prueba hizo el cañón más profundo? Describe lo que 
sucedió.

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
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